INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW COMMITTEE
BUSINESS LAW SECTION
THE FLORIDA BAR
MEETING MINUTES– 2015 Annual Meeting
June 25, 2015, Boca	
  Raton	
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  and	
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  Raton	
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  I	
  or	
  by	
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  1352846759	
  
Dineen Pashoukos Wasylik,
Chair, Tampa
Woody Pollack,
Legislative Vice Chair, Tampa
Kimra Major-Morris,
CLE Vice Chair, Apopka

dineen@ip-appeals.com

813-778-5161

woodrow.pollack@grayrobinson.com

813-273-5000

attorneykimra@gmail.com

407-230-0540

Attendees: Vijay Brijbasi, Courtney Caliendo, Doug Cherry, Michael Chesel, Ava
Doppelt, Ury Fischer, Jim Gale, Jon Gibbs (t), Brian Gilchrest, Kenneth Hartmann,
Robert Kain, Larry Kunin, Sam Lewis, Kimra Major-Morris, Jim Matulis (t), Dog
McDonald (t), Mary Merchant, Steph Nagin, Steve Peretz, Bob Pershes, Woody Pollack
(t); Noah Rashland, Joel Rothman, Joshua Saltz, Terry Sanks (t), Jerry Schneider,
Jeanne Seewald, Darren Spielman, Mark Stein, Stefan Stein, James Stepan (t), Bob
Thornburg, Nicole Valdivieso, Dineen Pashoukos Wasylik, Daniel Whitehouse.
(t)=attended by Telephone.
I.

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION BY THE CHAIR

Chair Dineen Wasylik welcomed the group. Attendees each introduced themselves.
Dineen announced that Woody Pollack would take over as chair of the committee after
today’s meeting.
The Leadership of the Section visited the committee and requested that the committee
provide content for the new website. They also advised everyone to make plans and
make reservations for the Labor Day Retreat because there are only 20 rooms left.
II.

OLD BUSINESS
A.
Adoption of Meeting Minutes. IP Symposium, March 3, 2015
Ava Doppelt moved that the committee adopt the minutes that had been previously
distributed by email. Ury Fischer seconded the motion. The minutes were approved by
voice acclimation.
III.

NEW BUSINESS
A.
IP Certification Update, Ury Fischer, Coral Gables
Incoming Chair of the certification committee Ury Fischer reported that 136 attorneys
currently have board certification. For the current cycle, 6 people applied for
certification and all 6 were permitted to take the exam. The results will be made public
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in August. Those who received certification in 2010 are up for recertification and need
to reapply by August. Anyone interested in taking the exam should contact Rachel
Moulton at the bar for more information. Also, the Certification Committee has now
posted sample examination questions.
B.

Legislative Update, Robert Kain & Kimra Major-Morris

The Committee discussed the various bills that passed this legislative session. A written
summary graciously provided by Robert Kain is attached. There was a lively discussion
about the Patent Troll Prevention Act, passed as Florida Statute 501.991. The
Committee decided that a subcommittee would consider whether to pursue a fix in the
next legislative session.
C.

CADRA Passage and Recognition, Dineen Wasylik, Tampa

The Committee entertained a brief report on the final passage of the Computer Abuse
and Data Recovery Act, Fla. Stat. § 668.801 (CADRA). The Committee, jointly with the
Computer Law Committee, recognized Robert Kain for his efforts in chairing the joint
task force to craft and shepherd this legislation, and presented him with a plaque as a
token of the committee’s appreciation.The Committee also voted to request that the
Executive Council recognize Robert for his efforts.
D.

Patent Pro Bono Project, Courtney Caliendo, Boca Raton

Courtney Caliendo gave a brief presentation on the parameters of the Patent Pro Bono
Project, which is a joint effort of the USPTO and the Florida Institute. So far the
program has had 20 applicants accepted to the program, 24 rejected, and has matched 5
applicants with volunteer attorneys/patent agents. Only 15 firms or attorneys signed up
so far to provide services, so looking to find more attorneys willing to be involved.
Florida institute is state-run, grant-funded entity that assists in funding start ups with
licensed technologies through universities. If you qualify for the institute, don’t qualify
for pro bono. The pro bono is only for is only for micro entities.
Ms. Caliendo fielded questions regarding whether the services provided by the project
meet the Florida Bar’s definition of “pro bono” and discussed the logistics of signing up
for and
D.

Proceedings Supplementary Task Force, Barbara Riesberg, Miami

The chair of the Proceedings Supplementary Task Force, Barbara Riesberg gave a brief
presentation on the status of the Task Force’s work and its possible effect on intellectual
property cases. Senator Simmons is sponsoring Amendments to § 56.29, Fla. Stat.
There is a concern that the amendments could unintentionally prevent someone from
attaching intangible assets. Under the case law, can’t execute on it, but can get an
equitable lien. Any asset as not exempt from execution. Because this issue has been
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identified, the Task Force is addressing the issue in its drafting and will seek the
committee’s input..
IV.

7th ANNUAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYMPOSIUM
The Committee announced that the next symposium will be in Orlando. Terry
Sanks will chair. Contact him directly if you wish to participate in the planning.
V.

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
Mark Stein presented a CLE entitled Trademark Issues Related to Big Data. The
Course Number for the presentation is 1503972N.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT
Next meeting will be at the Business Law Section Retreat, September 3-7, 2015
(tentatively scheduled for Saturday, September 5, 2015)
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2014 - 2015 Legislation Review - I.P. and Computer Laws
by Robert Kain
A.

SLAPP: Florida Statute 768.295:
Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPP lawsuits)

The SLAPP statute relates to free speech which is defined as public issues which covers
any written or oral statement that is protectable under the law. The statute provides that any
person (or governmental entity) may not file a lawsuit “without merit and primarily because such
person or entity has exercised the constitutional right of free speech in connection with a public
issue…,” such as First Amendment speech. The defendant may seek an order dismissing the
action or file a motion for summary judgment. After the claimant files a response, the statute
states “as soon as practicable, the court shall set a hearing on the motion which shall be held at
the earliest possible time after filing of the claimant’s… response.” The statute provides for
attorneys fees for the prevailing party.
B.

The Patent Troll Prevention Act- Florida Statute 501.991

The Troll Act regulates the sending of patent infringement demand letters and the filing
of lawsuits and prohibits bad-faith assertions of patent infringement. The Troll Act requires that
demand letters include a patent number, name and address of the patent owner, and factual
allegations regarding the target’s products which are covered by the claims of the patent. In order
to determine what is a “bad-faith assertion,” the party charging infringement must, before
sending the demand letter, “conduct an analysis comparing the claims in the patent to the target’s
products.” Further indicia of bad faith is found when the demand letter lacks the required
information (patent number, name and address of patent owner), requests payment of a license
fee, when the license is not based on a reasonable estimate of the patent value, if the person knew
the patent was unenforceable, or if the claim of patent infringement is deceptive. Previously filed
or threatened lawsuits also provide indicia of bad faith.
The statute also provides that a person “has not made a bad-faith assertion” when the
demand letter contains the aforementioned information, or when the person asserting the patent
provides the required information when the target-accused infringer requests such data, when the
patent owner engages in a good-faith effort to establish that the target infringed, when the patent
plaintiff made a substantial investment in the patented invention, when the patent plaintiff is the
inventor or assignee of the original inventor, or if the person has demonstrated good faith
business practices or has successfully enforced the patent in the past.
If a lawsuit is initiated, the defendant may move the court for determination that a badfaith assertion of patent infringement has been made and may seek a protective order. If bad-faith
is established, “the court must require the plaintiff to post a bond in an amount equal to the
lesser of $250,000 or a good-faith estimate of the target’s expense of litigation.” The statute
provides for a private cause of action and indicates that such bad faith assertion is an act of unfair
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or deceptive trade practice. In the private right of action, the prevailing party is entitled to
reasonable attorneys fees. The troll statute exempts actions by institutions of higher education or
relief sought under 35 U.S.C. 271(e)(2).
C.
Digital Goods Act - Florida Statute 501.155 entitled “True Origin of Digital Goods
Act.”
The Digital Goods Act excludes from its coverage interactive computer services and
communications services. It relates to commercial recording or audiovisual works which means a
recording or audiovisual work “but does not include an excerpt consisting of less than
substantially all of the recording or audio visual work.” The Digital Goods Act requires that the
owner of the website disclose certain information if that website deals “in substantial part in the
electronic dissemination of third-party commercial recordings.” In that event, the website owner
or operator shall “clearly and conspicuously disclose his or her true correct name, physical
address, telephone number or email address.” This information may be posted on the homepage,
the “about us” webpage, the “contact us” webpage, or other conspicuous place. Injunctive relief
is provided for but, as a condition precedent, “the grieved party must make reasonable efforts to
place an individual alleged to be in violation of this section on notice that the individual may be
in violation…”. The prevailing party is entitled to attorneys fees.
D.
The Computer Abuse and Data Recovery Act, Fla.Stat. §668.801 (“CADRA”)
(effective October 1, 2015).
CADRA establishes a new civil action against unauthorized persons, such as computer
hackers, who damage business computers or online data storage systems which contain business
information. CADRA is limited to business computer hardware and business information stored
in computers or online, in the cloud, on the Internet. If a hacker or a terminated employee takes
data and causes damage, the business owner can sue under CADRA and recover damages and
obtain injunctive relief.
The data or software must “protected” under CADRA with a password, access control,
security system, key fob or lock, biometric identifier (fingerprint, retina scan), or other
technological access device (a “TAB”)(defined as “protected” computers and data).
The CADRA actor must: “knowingly and with intent to cause harm or loss: (1) obtain[]
information from protected computer without authorization and, as a result, causes harm or loss;
(2) cause[] the transmission of a program, code or command to a protected computer without
authorization and .... causes harm or loss; or (3) traffic[] in any technological access barrier
through which access to a protected computer may be obtained without authorization”. Liability
is based upon harm and loss to the business owner.
CADRA specifies “authorized users” as users such as a “director, officer, employee, third
party agent, contractor, or consultant of the owner [a “DOE3"] ... [who] is given express
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permission by the owner ... to access the protected computer” through a TAB. DOE3s are not
authorized if they are “terminated” by the owner or “upon cessation of employment, affiliation or
agency.” An act “without authorization” is one where the actor: (a) is not an authorized user; (b)
steals a TAB; or (c) “circumvent[s] a technological access barrier [TAB] on a protected computer
without the express or implied permission of the owner.” Some passwords are not effective
controls (“1234,” “password,” and “admin”). Therefore, a CADRA “without authorization”
TAB circumvention “does not include circumventing a technological measure that does not
effectively control access to the protected computer or the information stored in the protected
computer.”
As for remedies, the business owner can recover: actual damages, lost profits, economic
damages, violator’s profits, loss due to impairment of the data-code, harm due to denial of
access, damage assessment fees, remediation costs, and damages for interruption of SAAS
service. An injunction permits recovery of originals and all copies of the data - program.
Attorneys fees are available to the prevailing party.
In the past, practitioners employed the Florida Computer Crimes Act, Fla. Stat. § 815.01
and the Federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (“CFAA”). These are
criminal statutes with a civil remedy. The scope of the CFAA has been called into question by
several contradictory appellate court cases primarily over the meaning of “authorized access.”
Florida’s Computer Crimes Act is not effective because a civil action can only be brought after a
conviction by the State.
E.
Drone Surveillance Act: Florida Statute 934.50, title: “Freedom from Unwarranted
Surveillance Act.”
This act governs surveillance by a drone of privately owned real property and the
observation of persons “with sufficient visual clarity to be able to obtain information about their
identity, habits, conduct, movements, or whereabouts.” The use of drones is prohibited to record
an image of privately owned real property of the owner or “in violation of such person’s
reasonable expectation of privacy without his or her written consent.”
Exemptions are provided if a person or entity is engaged in business or profession
licensed by the state and “if the drone is used only to perform reasonable tasks within the scope
of practice are activities permitted under such person’s or entity’s license.” Specifically excluded
are employees or contractors of a property appraiser, utility companies, and aerial mapping if
used in compliance with FAA regulations.
Remedies for violations include a civil action for violation of the drone surveillance act
and injunctive relief. A prevailing party is entitled to reasonable attorneys fees.
Robert Kain
Board Certified I.P. Specialist
Kain Spielman , P.A.
Fort Lauderdale. FL.
ComplexIP.com 954-768-9008
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